ADVOCATE INFO KIT

SHE Sparks
Advocate
By becoming an advocate you are
supporting yourself and providing
consistent opportunities to boost your
confidence, inspiration, encouragement
and guidance with your challenges in all

WHAT IS AN
ADVOCATE?
The Advocate Community is
like-minded women who gather
monthly to receive, mastermind,
learn, give and GROW!

aspects of our daily responsibilities.
During the 12 months you gain unlimited
access to all of the Women’s Community
Events hosted by SHE Sparks Business,
and have the opportunity to bring a plus
one to each event even if it's your
daughter.
An Advocate SPARKs energy to allow
vulnerability and encourage all women to
advocate for themselves.

WHY SHE Sparks Advocates?
An environment of women supporting
women to receive connection,
relationships, community and create a
legacy for future generations to come.

Our Advocate Community is designed to
provide you with the tools you need to
advocate for SHE Sparks, the women in our
community, but most importantly, YOU GIRL!
We have designed a 12-month course to help
you identify the key aspects of your personal
and professional journey and how to achieve
the life or community of your dreams!

SUCCESS HAPPENS EVERYDAY

What other Women are Saying

You know, what I learned
was I can grow so much by
myself, but I need that
support group. I need those
mentors that are bigger,
better, stronger and faster
than me to help me get to
the next level. So, it’s been
great.
-Yvonne

SHE Sparks fosters and
empowers a vibrant
community of strong,
passionate, and generous
women. Their events are so
inspiring and gratifying.
Thank you for your work,
Sharon!
-Jaclyn

FOR MORE VISIT:

SHEsparksBIZ.com/advocate

SHE SPARKS
ADVOCATES
HOW DOES BEING AN
ADVOCATE BENEFIT ME?
By becoming an advocate you are
supporting yourself and providing
consistent opportunities to boost
your confidence, inspiration,
encouragement and guidance with
your challenges in all aspects of our
daily responsibilities.

WHY ADVOCATES?
A mastermind environment of
women supporting women who
gather monthly to receive
connection, relationships,
community and grow a legacy
for future generations to come.

WHO IS AN
ADVOCATE?
An advocate is a woman who is
looking to grow her community in
Southern Utah and beyond while
building worthwhile relationships. A
woman who stands up for herself
and what she wants. Advocates are
passionate about her and others
personal and professional growth.

WHAT IS AN
ADVOCATE?
During the 12 months you gain
unlimited access to all of the
Women’s Community Events
hosted by SHE Sparks Business,
and have the opportunity to
bring a plus one to each event
even if it's your daughter!
An Advocate SPARKs energy to
allow vulnerability and
encourage all women to
advocate for themselves.

WHEN CAN I UTLIZE
THE COMMUNITY?
Advocates meet in person once a
month for the Women’s Community
Events hosted by SHE Sparks
Business. Their TRIBE is available
24/7 while building relationships
outside of SHE Sparks.

BECOME AN
ADVOCATE!

Our Advocates enroll for 12 months and are
featured as supporters in our community,
gain exposure, and build real relationships
that support your reliable income plus a
safety net of quality connections who boost
your passions.
The SHE Sparks Advocate Community is also
online, allowing women to gain insights, build
new perspectives, and communicate with
other women whenever they need to.

